Water damage from fire
sprinklers can cause costly
damage...

... Shutgun stops water
damage fast!
Every sprinkler cabinet should have at
least one Shutgun ready for use.
We carry one in every truck Trent Elyea, Fire Chief

What is the Shutgun?
Shutgun is a tool designed to shut off
activated fire sprinkler heads instantly.
The lightweight and durable design
makes it safe and easy to use one
handed.
Designed by experienced fire fighters,
it incorporates a unique fusible link
that automatically releases the
Shutgun if a fire rekindles

How does it work?
Whilst fire sprinklers are essential, Shutgun allows you to minimise
costly water damage simply, safely and swiftly by acting as a
temporary stopper. Fire sprinklers release on average 341 gallons
of water per fire at a rate of 50-100 litres per minute. During this
time water is damaging the property and services cannot resume.
The Shutgun jaws are opened to seal an individual sprinkler head.
With Shutgun in place the system returns to normal pressure and
can be back online while awaiting service personnel. You can
begin immediate clean up operations and reduce business
downtime. It makes economic sense to ensure that Shutguns are
readily available on every floor to prevent excessive damage to
property and content.

Why have a Shutgun?
Students on campus are messing
around and set off a fire sprinkler by
accident. A construction worker
knocks into a sprinkler head and water
pours into a new build. An office fire is
quickly controlled and extinguished
but the water is still flowing.
Any of these events can cause costly
water damage without a Shutgun on
hand. Why waste precious time and
money when a sprinkler can be shut
off immediately until specialists arrive
to fix it?
For more information or to place an order online

visit: www.shutgun.com.au
If you have any questions about the product or its uses please
dont hesitate to get in touch:
e: steve@prismaticsolutions.com.au

t: 0419 867 018

e: Kumar@prismaticsolutions.com.au t: 0432 195 860

